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What is the Compact Disc Library?

The Compact Disc Library is a Macintosh™ file for use with FileMaker® Pro, by the Claris® 
Corporation.    This template will allow you to conveniently view, print, sort, file, save and 
organize your compact disc collection.    With the Compact Disc Library, you can search 
through your CD collection for various artists, song names, ratings, categories, and even 
lyrics to a song!

How Does The Compact Disc Library Work?

The Compact Disc Library uses conveniently placed icons throughout the template to guide 
you through the course of cataloging your CD collection. The execution of tasks such as 
Sorting, Printing, Adding, Deleting and Listing your CD collection is made quick and easy due
to the high quality graphical layout and deluxe icons.    Three CD's are pre-entered to give 
you a visual sample of what your collection will look like. 

For more information about the icons, and the various layouts please select "Icon 
Information" from the 'Contents' Menu at the top of the screen.

Is The Compact Disc Library Free?

Well, good question.    However the answer is "No."    The Compact Disc Library is shareware.  
Thus, you are free to browse the product in the demo stage for as long as you wish.    
However, most of the vital functions such as:    Editing CD info, Adding New CD's to the 
Database, Deleting CD's, and Changing the Layout have been disabled.    In order to acquire 
the ability to use all of the functions you must register the product.

How Much Does It Cost To Register the Compact Disc Library?

The cost to register the Compact Disc Library is $10 (US Dollars). That's it, just 10 bucks. 
Hopefully this will be cheap enough for people to actually pay for it.    There is a registration 
form attached to this manual. 
If you'd like to view it, please go to page  
hree, or simply click the button to the 
right, and it will take you there.

What Do I Get When I Register?

When you mail in the completed "Registration Form" along with your payment, you will be 
sent a password to unlock all the features of the Compact Disc Library.    This password will 
most likely be sent by internet email.    Thus, in the registration form, please list the most 
reliable internet email address you have first.    If you do not have an internet email address, 
I will most likely send you a postcard with the password on it.    However, this could take 



time, so please be patient.

Registration Information:

Registration means that the password is to be used for one individual, for the installation on 
one computer.    If you would like to use the Compact Disc Library on more than one 
machine, please register for the proper amount of usage.

Do you have Questions and/or Comments?

Send any questions you may have to:    inaka@aol.com


